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Made Again 

Our True Love Story from Online Dating  

to Military Family Life 
Sara is a shy divorced woman who wants to take a chance at 

finding love. Brad is a world traveler who was a trapeze artist, a 

commercial diver on oil rigs, and a US Border Patrol agent. In a 

time before Match.com or Tinder, one internet personal ad 

brings them together, and Sara’s once quiet life will never be the 

same. 

In this memoir, follow the true love story about how “the most 

interesting man in the world” showed Sara all the adventure 

that was waiting for her. From their days of online dating to 

their time as a military family facing a deployment to 

Afghanistan, Sara and Brad’s modern-day love letters show the 

heartbeat of their relationship as Sara was “made again”. 

 

Selling Points: Readers will enjoy the romance of our true love 
story, but may also relate to our life struggles, as well as gain 
insight as they read about our time living on the Arizona border 
with Mexico and later as a military family. 
 
Marketing and Publicity: 
-Author platform established at www.sarastackpoole.com with 
form to sign up for mailing list 
-Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest accounts connecting 
readers to book content  
-Ongoing blog with more than 10 posts so far on issues related 
to the book, including border issues, army family, and 
challenges linked to website and Facebook page 
-Press kit form and downloadable media including interview 
question/answers list are prepared and available on website 
and social media  
-Contacted military groups about book and availability for 
speaking at events 
-Applied to several conferences and plan to make military base 
visits throughout the US in 2019 
-Contacted military spouse support groups, cruise travel 
specialists, and online dating sites about promotional 
opportunities and events 
-Contacted several military spouse bloggers about writing a 
guest post 
-Interviews by military spouse podcasts are scheduled  
-Will send copies of the book to major media, reviewers, and 
bloggers 
 

 About the Author:  Sara grew up in Arizona and always wanted to write. She was the “girl next door” that had read every book in 

her school library. She finally wrote her first book after marrying Brad, who many people say is literally “the most interesting 

man in the world” because of all his adventures prior to meeting Sara. They met online in 2001 when internet dating was new to 

the world. Sara saved all those emails from their online courtship prior to meeting each other in person. Brad had one more 

interesting adventure after meeting Sara. He joined the US Army at 38 years old. Sara began writing her love story memoir while 

Brad was deployed to Afghanistan. Sara was a military wife, a caregiver to her disabled parents, and a mother of two young girls 

at the time. Sara lives in Florida now with her family, including Charlie and Elvis, their dogs. 

 


